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Agenda	

•  Interfacing	with	physical	world	
•  Components	
– sensors,	actuators	
– controllers:	embedded	vs.	generic	computer	

•  Programming	environments	
– Arduino,	Processing	

•  Audio	and	video	
– signal	processing	for	sound	and	images	



Acknowledgement:	
This	part	based	on	last	year's	lectures	by	Mikko	Kytö	



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_computing		
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sensor		



















Some	advanced	components	
•  Stripe	of	individually	programmable	LEDs	

https://www.adafruit.com/products/1138		

	
	
•  Heart	rate	sensor	

		https://pulsesensor.com		
–  measures	light	permeability		

of	blood	in	the	finger	

•  Accelerometer	
•  https://playground.arduino.cc/Main/MPU-6050		







			
	 Arduino	
•  https://www.arduino.cc		

•  Prorammable	microprocessor,	with	
multipIe	I/O-ports	

•  Can	run	independently	(with	an	
attached	power	source)	as	an	
embedded	system,	or	as	peripheral	
device	connected	to	a	computer	
through	USB	

•  Used	for	prototyping	by	hackers,	as	it	
allows	easy	connection	to	various	
sensors	and	actuators	
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Arduino	läheltä	
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	 The	'breadboard'	
•  Connecting	base	for	building	your	prototype	electronics	
•  Main	connections	to	Arduino:	
power	voltage	(GND	and	+5V)	and	I/O-channels	
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built-in	connections	



			
	 Getting	started	
•  https://www.arduino.cc/en/Guide/HomePage			

•  Download	the	Arduino	IDE	(Integrated	development	environment)	
•  Connect	Arduino	with	USB	to	your	laptop	
•  Start	the	Arduino	application	
•  Open	the	example	Basics	/	Blink	
•  Select	from	Tools-menu	the	right	card	(Arduino	Uno)		
and	USB-port	(names	depend	on	your	configuration)	

•  Run	and	test	the	program	

Then	let's	have	a	look	inside	the	code…	
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in	Arduino	Examples/Basics/Blink	
	the	number	is	13	(	LED_BUILTIN	)	









see	also	Arduino	Examples/Fade	





see	also	Arduino	Examples/Digital/Button	
(uses		LED_BUILTIN	)	
è		try	connecting	buttonPin	to	GND	





















			
	 Arduino	and	Processing	
•  Need	a	communication	firmware	in	Arduino	
•  Open	example	StandardFirmata	in	the	IDE		

–  make	sure	the	card&port	selections	are	ok,	run	the	program	

•  Download	Arduino	library	in	Processing	
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	 Testing	Arduino	in	Processing	
•  Open	example	arduino_input	
•  Check	the	USB	port	name	or	number,	correct	the	code	if	

necessary	(see	comments	in	the	program	header)	
•  Run	and	test	

•	input	values	should	vary	randomly	(touch	the	card	to	see	changes)	
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Easy	development	and	
debugging	if	the	Arduino	
app	is	first	simulated	with	
Processing	!	



			
	

(voltage)+5V	
GND	(–	0V)	

	
A0…A5	

(analog	input)	
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Hands-On	Experiment:	
Measuring	light	

The	connectors	
needed:	



•	

			
	 Using	the	sensor	
•  Many	sensors	are	based	on	the	change	of	electrical		

resistance	of	the	material,	eg.	photo	resistor	(LDR)	
–  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photoresistor			

•  Resistance	can	be	measured	relative	to	a	known	resistance	
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V	(	+5	V)	

GND		(	0	V)	

R1	

R2	

I	

Ohm's	law:	
	
I		=		V	/	(R1	+	R2)	
	
U2		=		I		•		R2		=		V		•		R2	/	(R1	+	R2)	
	

U2	



			
	 Configuration	on	the	breadboard	

•  Voltage	from	Arduino	(GND	and	+5V)	
	
•  Photoresistor	from	GND	to	a	point…	

	
	
	
							…from	which	constant	resistor	to	+5V	
	

	
	
	
•  Arduino's	analog	input	(eg.	A0)	

measures	the	voltage	U2	
(0…5V	scaled	into	range	0…1023)	
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•	•	 •	•	•	



			
	 In	Practice	
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	 Amount	of	light…	
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•  …varies	a	lot	in	practice,	
thus	the	LDR:n	resistance		
may	vary	between		200	Ω	…	500	kΩ	

•  the	value	of	constant	resistance	should	be	
selected	accordingly	
–  best	if	the	reference	resistance	equals	that	of	

the	LDR	in	average	lighting	

•  try	out	different	values	to	find	suitable	
	
–  330	kΩ	

–  	33	kΩ	

–  3.3	kΩ	

U	/	V	

LDR	

R1	=	33	kΩ	



Audio	Signal	Processing	
•  High	sample	rate	è	requires	threading	

–  "patch"	ready-made	control	functions,	or	
–  manipulate	the	audio	buffer	directly	with	your	own	code	

•  Handled	as	streams	connected	to	input/output/files	
•  Processing:	Sound	library	(based	on	the	older	Minim)	

–  poorly	documented		L				https://processing.org/tutorials/sound/		
•  Input	

–  record 	 	Sound/IO/AudioInput	
–  analyze 	 	Amplitude,	FFT	

•  Synthesis 	 	Noise,	Oscillators	
•  Files	 	 	SoundFile	
•  Lots	of	effects	for	manipulation	and	playback	



Using	Video	

•  Check	Processing	examples	in	Libraries/Video/Capture	
–  GettingStartedCapture	

•  check	that	the	camera	works	

–  BackGroundSubtraction,	Frame	Differencing		
•  ways	to	separate	static	background	from	moving	parts	

•  Finding	an	object	of	given	color:			blobfinder	
–  code	will	be	available	in	MyCourses	







Next	Steps	

•  Prepare	your	project	plan	
–  focus	on	the	interaction	(not	only	a	fun	application)	

•  Write	a	short	description	of	
–  how	the	system	will	work	(in	principle)	?	
– what	will	be	the	user	experience	with	it	?	
– what	technology	you	plan	to	use	(think	about	
alternative	solutions)	?	

– what	work	is	needed	and	what	are	the	roles	of	each	in	
your	group	?	

•  Present	this	next	week	in	the	pitching	session	



For	Interaction	Design:	
Think	out	of	the	box!	

•  Device	abstraction:	detach	the	physical	device	from	its	
function	(i.e.	computational	meaning)	

•  Same	function	can	be	realized	in	many	ways	
–  example:	the	program	needs	numerical	input;	
digitally	with	keyboard	or	analogically	with	a	slider?	

•  Realize	input	as	abstract	classes	in	your	code	
–  mapping	to	physical	devices	implemented	as	subclasses		



Exercise:	fill	in	the	matrix	

native ? ? ? ?

? native ? ? ?

? ? native ? ?

? ? ? native ?

? ? ? ? ?

text string
(char)

real number�
(float)

choice (one out of�
few alternatives)

2D position�
(x,y)

object picked�
from screen�
(identifier/name)

information for
the computer:

How	about	the	mouse?	


